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Focus of the Webinar
Guidance for retailers on why and how to measure food waste
PART 1. Webinar (May 16, 2018)
Slides and recording at http://flwprotocol.org/trainings/
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why quantify
Steps to take
What to quantify
How to quantify
Retailer reporting examples
Other retailer-relevant resources

PART 2. Webinar today (June 20, 2018)
•
•
•
•

Using food waste data to inform action
Applying a product-level approach to food waste quantification
Some common quantification issues
Sharing food waste data

Why Address Food Loss and Waste?
“Transparency and measurement is essential for identifying hotspots, and in tackling
the causes of food waste. It helps everyone understand how much, where, and why
food is being wasted.”

As also shared by supermarket retailer Tesco:
Economic value

“ Food waste results in significant costs
to our business, as well as our
suppliers and our customers.

Environmental value

We can reduce our environmental
impact since food waste puts
unnecessary pressure on land and
natural resources and results in
additional greenhouse gas emissions.

Reputational value

Our customers and colleagues care
about reducing food waste. ”

Quote from Tesco’s Annual food waste reporting
& FLW Standard case study
flwprotocol.org/case-studies/

Retailers Are Using the FLW Standard to Help Them Measure
Provides a:

 Common language
 Framework for consistent and transparent reporting
“…it gives us a clear unambiguous way for
talking about food waste.

… helps our full company prepare for how we
can get a more consistent baseline across our
business.”
From Delhaize America FLWS case study

Practical guidance supports users in:
 Understanding why to measure FLW
 What to quantify
 Options for how to approach measurement
www.FLWProtocol.org

Steps to Take in Developing A Food Waste Inventory
Why quantify?
What to quantify? (January 2018 webinar)

How to quantify?
(February 2018 webinar)

Reporting
(March 2018 webinar)

Where to Find the FLW Standard & Resources (@ www.FLWProtocol.org)

Guidance in the FLW Standard on How to Quantify
 The FLW Standard does not require use of a particular quantification
method
 The FLW Standard does require that you: “Describe the quantification
method(s) used. If existing studies or data are used, identify the
source and scope.”
 Guidance on “how” is available in:
 Chapters 7 – 9 of the FLW Standard
 The stand-alone Guidance on FLW Quantification Methods. The
most relevant chapters for retailers are:
Chapter 1. Direct weighing
Chapter 2. Counting (scanning; product-based)
Chapter 4. Waste composition analysis
Chapter 5. Records

Discussed on May Webinar (Part 1 for Retailers)
How to Quantify - Two Main Steps
1. Understand current waste
streams

a) Disaggregate sources of surplus and food waste at retail
(and in distribution centers, if relevant)
b) Understand the destinations of food not sold/not
distributed to stores

1 b) Understand the destinations of food not sold/ not distributed to stores
“Future proofing” strategy

What about Donations/Food Rescued?

• Track all the food not sold/ distributed
(i.e., to all possible destinations)

• Food rescued (redistributed or donated
for consumption by people) is still in the
human food supply chain. Even though
it’s an economic loss for the retailer, it’s
not wasted food.

• Your reduction goal may only be for a
subset of destinations

Animal Feed
Biomaterial/
processing

Notes For Retailers
•

•

The four destinations most commonly quantified
are in blue.

Also important is sewer as a disposal route
(relevant in some markets).

Co/anaerobic
digestion
Compost/aerobic
Controlled
combustion
Land application
Landfill

•

Other destinations retailers may quantify include
animal feed or biomaterial/processing. This may
or may not be considered “food waste”
depending on a retailer’s definition.

Not harvested
Refuse/discards
Sewer

• Do track the amount of food rescued but
keep it separate from your food waste
inventory

Step 2: Collect and compile data to calculate food waste amount

Gather & evaluate relevant
data / records

To address current
data gaps /
weaknesses,
evaluate other
quantification
options

Plan for future
improvements /
refinements

Produce
initial
estimates
and assess
quality

FLW
Reporting

Discussed on May Webinar (Part 1 for Retailers)
How to Quantify - Two Main Steps
1. Understand current waste
streams

a) Disaggregate sources of surplus and food waste at retail
(and in distribution centers, if relevant)
b) Understand the destinations of food not sold/not
distributed to stores

2. Collect and compile data
to calculate food waste
amount

a) Gather and evaluate relevant data and/or records
b) To address current data gaps/weaknesses, evaluate other
quantification options

c) Produce the initial estimate and assess quality
d) Plan for future improvements/ refinements

Step 2: Collect and compile data to calculate food waste amount
LESSONS LEARNED
• Involves a combination of different quantification approaches
• Potential to triangulate between different measurement techniques
- e.g. estimates based on waste contractor data/ audits may be cross-checked
against measurements based on POS/ SKU data
• Staff involvement and commitment is key (training, coordination of data sources,
understanding / awareness of reporting commitments)
• Pathway to compiling food waste estimates - a continuous improvement loop,
rather than a single unmodified deployment

2 d) Plan for future improvements/ refinements
• Gather more granular data at food category/ SKU level, geographically and
through time:
• Key to acting on food waste is to understand ‘hotspots’: most wasted food products
• Where waste occurs: stores and depots
• Seasonal drivers: e.g., wastage around holidays

• Understand causes of food waste:
• Food quality issues/ ‘date expiry’ versus product damage, freezer breakdown
• Systemic issues – demand prediction and ordering systems

• Moving from FLW measurement to setting a course of action requires more
detailed profiling of FLW causes and types….
…….. you are not alone on this journey: learn from the experience of others!

Topics to Cover
Using food waste data to inform action
1. Set a baseline – it’s never too early
2. Different types of data provide different insights
3. The pros & cons of different methods

Applying a product-based method
Options and sources of data
1. Options for increasing granularity and accuracy of data
2. Considerations
3. Sources of data

Checking data and calculations
1. Steps in checking data
2. Tips when calculating your food waste

Some common quantification issues

Sharing food waste data

Set A Baseline – It’s Never Too Early
• Why set a baseline
• To know whether you’re making progress (internal or externally announced targets)
• How to set a baseline
• Use whatever data you have to set a baseline to get on the journey
• Gives you more time to take action on reducing food waste
• Improve the data over time (it’s okay to recalculate your baseline)
• Even retailers with track-record in this area have room for improvement
• As you get more granular data, you’ll gain different insights

Different Types of Food Waste Data Provide Different Insights
To understand the opportunities for meeting reduction targets (e.g. SDG Target 12.3),
a retailer will over time need to use different types of data
To prevent food waste ==> Product-based data
• Enables you to identify product/category hot spots in
order to prioritize interventions
• Enables you to gather information on causes of waste

To improve “end of pipe” management ==> Waste hauling data
• Enables you to understand current destinations so you can move
food waste up the hierarchy
• Waste audit data enables you to assess segregation efficiency in
your store.
• If you are segregating then you want to ensure that what
should be in the food waste stream is not ending up in the
mixed waste stream

The Pros & Cons of Different Quantification Methods
More about the two typical quantification methods

1. Product based (SKU) scanning (Bottom up method)



Based on scanning unsold products and combining with standard product weights
Retailer IT systems vary – for some additional calculation may be needed to convert ‘cost’ to ‘weight’
• High level of granularity
• Allows you to prioritize
prevention action by
product / category

• Necessary systems may not be in place
or work needed to get different datasets
to relate
• Doesn’t tell you where it went unless
scanning codes adapted further

2. Waste contractor records (Top down method)



Based on reported tonnage collection
Compositional analysis/ waste audits required for mixed waste streams
• More readily available
• Allows you to understand
destinations (to support
better “end of pipe”
management; segregation
efficiency)

• Provides no granularity unless waste
audits used – expensive and subject to
sampling error
• Difficult to use to prioritize hot spots by
product / category
• Need to subtract packaging weights

Options for Increasing Granularity and Accuracy of Data
FOCUS OF WEBINAR: PRODUCT-BASED APPROACHES (OPTIONS IN BLUE)

Quantification methods

Product-based:
• POS scanned data based on food product weights at SKU-level for
all unsold products
• Conversion of overall financial data (product category, lost sales
value) to FLW weight estimates
Waste-records based:
• Direct weighing of segregated food waste as it leaves retail
stores/ depots, may be supplemented by more detailed waste
audits: audits + waste contractor data
• Waste sampling of mixed wastes leaving retail stores/ depots:
audits + waste contractor data

Considerations Related to Product-based Methods
Approach

Key issues impacting
data quality

Food packaging included
/ needs subtracting?

Food waste estimate
produced

POS scanned data on all
unsold product - linked to
food product weights at
SKU-level

SKUs without standard
product weights will need
to be estimated from direct
weighing; data do not
require scaling as generated
item by item from POS
scanning

Ensure food product weight
excludes packaging. If not,
calculations to subtract
packaging are needed.

Detailed SKU-level
estimates, can be
directly related to lost
sales value and food
waste reduction
strategy

Conversion of overall
financial data (product
category/ lost sales value)
into FLW weight estimates

Data has high availability,
but uncertain relationship
with product weight
information

Ensure food product weight
excludes packaging. If not,
calculations to subtract
packaging are needed.

Estimated food waste
at category level; low
granularity

Sources of Data for Product-Based Methods
In blue are data elements relevant to product-based methods
Item Master information:
Data from product category
buying teams: standard
product weights, packaging
weight per item

Store-level sales/ markdown data:
sold/ unsold product,
data relating to ‘shrink’

Depot inventory adjustments
data: damaged/ quality
issues/ over-orders etc.,
pallets/ crates

Facilities data:
e.g. which stores with instore bakery/ other food
prep? Identification of all
stores selling food

Data elements
relevant to FLW
calculations
(depending on
method)
Transactional data: e.g. if
weighed at POS: knowing $/
weight for weighable items
may be used in food waste
estimates

Donations/ Food
Rescue data:
may be by weights or
volume donated

Waste hauler data:
(general/ mixed waste)
weight or volumebased; at best some
breakdown of
composition
Recycling contractor
data:
Segregated food waste
collections, weight or
volume-based

Product-Based Method – Steps in Checking Data
1.
2.

Rank what is most wasted within each product category
Do products listed at top of ranking seem logical?
•

Highest food waste will likely be among items with short shelf life, easily damaged, subject to quality
issues and sold in high volumes
o For example: fruits (bananas); vegetables (potatoes); in-store bakery

•

3.

4.

Does your food waste inventory make sense based on what you sell in your store? (e.g., food waste
inventory for a store with lots of shelf-stable SKUs will be different from a store with more of a fresh
profile)

Look at gap between different calculations and try to explain it
• Compare what you got from waste contractor records and any waste audits vs. product
based method
If results seem odd:
•

Ask questions of teams that sit over the data sets – that’s where
errors creep into the final calculations (small error in highly wasted
product may have a big impact)

Product-Based Method - Tips When Calculating Your Food Waste
Where calculations often go wrong:
1. Was the right weight unit used?
• Potential ‘order of magnitude’ errors if weight units are confused – be sure to check carefully (e.g. single
burger bun marked as 700 grams = 1.5 pounds – not possible!)
• Product sold as multiples or single items, check that sales units are accurate (e.g., Avocadoes loose or
packs of 4)

2. Was volume to weight conversion done correctly?
• Where product sold by volume need correct conversion to weight - but density cannot be assumed to be
same as water (e.g. bottle of cooking oil, ice cream tub. A gallon of ice cream weighs about 5 pounds vs. A
gallon of milk weighs about 8.6 pounds)

3. Loose product sold by item – is average weight correct?
• Establish how loose product feature in the scanning process: if sold by unit, check how average weights are
collected (e.g. items of fruit)

Some Common Quantification Issues
Scope
• Whether or not to account for store canteens / restaurants
• Whether to include depot returns in scope (issue of product ownership)

Data
•
•
•
•

How to measure prepared foods
Excluding weight of packaging from weight of food waste
Amount sent to particular destinations
How to track food donated / redistributed to charities

Sharing Food Waste Data

1. Companies are increasingly sharing their food waste data publicly
2. Use the FLW Standard for transparency and consistency
3. More granular data provides additional insights

In 2017 Annual Report: Sharing Strategy, Targets,
Progress, Multiple Metrics
•
•
•
•

Tonnes food waste/food sales
Tonnes food waste to disposal/food sales
%age recycled (to various destinations)
%age of unsold food donated to people

Use FLW Standard For Consistency & Transparency in Summarizing Data

Download and view online @
http://flwprotocol.org/casestudies/

Different Types of Food Waste Data Provide Different Insights
In order to understand the opportunities for meeting reduction targets (e.g. SDG Target 12.3), a retailer will
over time need to use different types of data

To target source reduction

End of pipe view

Tesco notes the multiple sources of data publicly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail and depot waste
Damaged, out-of-code, write-off, exceptional events waste
Product data (contents weight and the packaged weight per item)
Self-scan data
Bakery weights
Donation and charity data, colleague shop
Animal Feed tonnage

WRAP’s Resources for Retailers

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/driving-outwaste-food-drink-manufacturing-and-retailing

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/foodwaste-measurement-principles-andresources-guide

What’s Next?
 Monthly webinar series to continue (third Wednesdays): July to focus on restaurants

 Sectoral guidance and other tools under development
 If you aren’t already signed up for the news update, do so at the bottom of
any page @ FLWProtocol.org (hotlink: http://flwprotocol.org/#signup)
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CONTACT US WITH ANY QUESTIONS
Kai Robertson, Lead Advisor, FLW Protocol
World Resources Institute
robertson.kai@gmail.com
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Programme Lead for Food Waste Prevention
Anthesis UK
Julian.Parfitt@anthesisgroup.com

